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Abstract— PV systems, as one type of distributed
generation, have been popularly applied to residential and
commercial power supply systems for compensating grid
electricity consumption. Schemes for sharing PV power
within LV distribution networks have also begun to
develop, with the aim to more widely spread the benefits of
utilizing localized renewable-generated electricity.
Consequently, to utilize the local LV distribution network,
there is an argument that customers (both small scale
generators and consumers) should pay a ‘wheeling charge’
to utilities for grid services related to the transport of
energy, similar to their transmission counterparts.
This paper presents some of the existing issues related
to implementing a ‘wheeling charge’ for network services
raised in the process of sharing locally generated PV
power in a LV distribution system. Two methodologies:
‘generation matrix’, based on proportional sharing
principle; and ‘MW-Mile’, based on network losses, have
been combined to cover the economic operation and
tracing of energy supplied by a PV generator and
transported through the local LV distribution network. An
evaluation of the potential costs of using the LV
distribution network including daily PV output and
building load demand is provided, utilising a case study.
Index Terms— MW-Mile, power flow tracing, PV systems,

solar sharing, wheeling costs.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In transmission systems, wheeling costs associated with
transporting power from one party to another in a deregulated
electricity market is generally counted in the full selling rate
of grid power [1]. A wheeling charge could also be raised for
using low voltage (LV) networks to transport power for
customers (both small scale generators and consumers)
involved in solar PV power sharing schemes. Although, there

is an argument that such charges unduly disincentivise LV
customers for sharing PV power, as outlined in [2, 3].
PV power sharing schemes and tariffs include virtual net
metering (VNM) [2]. In USA, for implementation of VNM,
one of the existing rules is that a local generator and all the
beneficiary accounts must be connected behind a single
distribution service point (DSP) of the network [3]. In some
Australian states, there remain legal barriers which inhibit
setting up a single DSP (behind the meter operation) for
multiple customers. Limiting such schemes to a single DSP
however will no doubt be adjusted in the near future given the
extent of larger PV systems being installed within LV
networks and consumers looking to maximise the cost benefit
of their investment. Accordingly, a study to determine suitable
wheeling costs associated with solar PV sharing, potentially
crossing multi-DSPs, is required.
This paper will demonstrate solar PV power sharing
crossing multi-DSPs while applying typical daily profiles of
PV system output matched against building demand. The
MW-Mile method is adopted for the economic evaluation of
wheeling cost [4-6], and 'generation matrix’ method is used to
identify the contributions of multi-generators, where
applicable [7]. This paper combines these two methodologies
to evaluate the potential wheeling costs associated with using
LV distribution systems to share PV power. Section II
introduces the MW-Mile methodology and presents its
application for the evaluation of the wheeling cost involved in
LV network solar PV power sharing. Section III introduces the
‘generation matrix’ method that was developed based on
proportional principle for tracing power contributed by
multiple generators. A case study using nominal building
demand and PV generation daily profiles are presented in
Section IV, demonstrating an example implementation for the
combined methods in a typical LV distribution network.
Section V presents and discusses the results achieved by
conducting the case study. The conclusions are presented in
Section VI.

II. MW-MILE METHOD FOR EVALUATING
WHEELING CHARGES
There are several methodologies for the calculation of
wheeling charges raised by transmission and distribution of
grid electricity, e.g. post-stage stamp, path contract, MWMile, and marginal cost [10-11]. The methodologies value
wheeling costs from different viewpoints involving technical
and economic issues. This study applies ‘MW-Mile’ method
to evaluate the correlation of wheeling cost and the extent of
utilising grid, including the distance shared by passing power
and the amount of wheeled power, which are key factors to
assess wheeling costs [8, 9]. Note that only active power is
considered by this study for simplified evaluation.
In terms of ‘MW-Mile’, there are various expressions
shown in previous studies [4-6, 12], but quantifying wheeledpower and wheeling distance are the two critical factors. Some
adaptations of the ‘MW-Mile’ definitions are presented as
followings, from [4]:
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where t is network user set, k is the distribution line set,
TCt is wheeling cost allocation of user t in $/MW, TC is the
total transmission cost in $/MW, Ck is the cost per MW per
unit length of line k in $/MW-km, Lk is the length of
distribution line k, and Ptk stands for the power flow
contributed by user t in line k. Also, from [5]:
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where T is network user set, as above, f is line branch of a
network set, Cct is the network charge for user T in $/h, C is
total annual revenue requirement per hour in $/h, MWf is the
power flow in line branch f due to the user T, and Lf is the
length of the network branch f. From [6]:
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(ii) Technical factors – the magnitude of related power
and distance across network.
In this study, the shared PV power would pass through
related feeders one after the other based on the radial nature of
typical Australian LV distribution networks, so the
accumulation of wheeling cost for each related feeder is a
reasonable approach to evaluating the full wheeling cost under
the scenario considered in this study. In addition, for
simplified evaluation of financial assessment, this study
calculates the cost applied to each feeder using Cf as shown in
(4). Therefore, (4) is adopted for the relevant calculations in
each case study. Note that the wheeling cost evaluated by this
study only considers the fixed investment of a network and
neglects power loss, administrative fees, etc. This leads to a
requirement to include an additional component to the MWMile method.
III. GENERATION MATRIX FOR TRACING POWER
FLOW
is the power flow contributed by user k in
From (4), ∑
line l, and ∑ ∑
is the total power flow in line l, so the
identification of the power injected by a certain generator is a
key point for the calculation of wheeling cost [13-16]. From
the review of relevant research studies, there have been some
methodologies developed to trace power flow within
transmission networks [7, 17-18], and equally applicable to
radial distribution networks. A review of these studies
highlighted that each methodology was based on a common
assumption of the proportional principle [19]. Electrons
cannot be coloured or tagged to identify their source, and
accordingly, the proportional principle is a reasonable
treatment for addressing this issue [20, 21], and it can be
demonstrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

(3)

where n is user set and i is transmission line set, l
represents the lth line. TCn is the transmission cost to network
user n in $/MW (MVA), Ci is the cost per MW per unit length
of line i in $/MW (MVA)-km, Li stands for the length of
transmission line i, Pin is power flow contributed by user n in
line i, and pci is the power capacity of line i in MW. From
[12]:
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where l is component line set, n represents the nth line, k is
the network user set, Rkl is the wheeling charge allocation to
user k in $/h, Pkl is power flow contributed by user k in line l,
Cf is the total annual revenue requirement per hour for a feeder
in $/h based on an expected payback period.
It can be seen in (1)-(4) that the expression can be divided
into two components:
(i) Economic factors – TC, C, Ci, and Cf, representing
total transmission cost as shown in (1) and (3) or
expected annual revenue shown in (2) and (4); and

Fig. 1. Proportional sharing principle
Using Fig. 1, each bus output can be shown as being made
up of proportional contributions from the individual bus inputs
as per (5) and (6) [16].
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In
this
study,
PinputA/(PinputA+PinputB)
and
PinputB/(PinputA+PinputB) are the ‘tracing factors’ hereunto notated

as Tf. For clear and concise evaluation of power flow tracing,
this study applies the ‘generation matrix’ to investigate the
contributions from distributed PV systems and LV distribution
network. For this method, the generator matrix is given by (7)
and the node (or bus) matrix is given by (8).
=…

(7)

=…

(8)

Where i is generator set including MV/LV network bulk
supply points and DG. Assuming the generator 1 is the
network bulk supply point, and the generator i is a shared PV
system, the individual generator matrixes can be expressed as
the follows:
1
0
0
0
=
=
(9)
,
…
…
0
1
In addition, for clear evaluation, this study categorizes
nodes (buses) into ‘source nodes’ notated as Mbs with load and
generator and ‘load node’ notated as Mbb for load only, in
order to determine upstream and downstream power flow. The
node matrix can be presented as follows:
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Where k is source node (bus) set, Tf is the tracing factor as
described by (5) and (6), and the node ‘bsk’ is the upstream
source node closest to the load node ‘bb(k1)’. ‘Upstream’
indicates the direction towards power resource, which includes
pole transformer and distributed PV systems in this study.
Based on (11), it can be shown that the contributions at a
source node Mbsk would be carried by all the downstream load
nodes, as Mbb(k1) ~ Mbb(kn) = Mbsk, until the next source bus
Mbs(k+1). In addition, bi is the contribution of the individual
generator at a certain source node. Using (10) and (11) the
contributions of all generators at overall nodes of a studied
network can be solved.
So far, two methodologies were detailed for calculating
wheeling cost and tracing power flow. In addition, based on
(5) and (6), it can be understood that bi shown in (10) is the
ratio of Pkl/ΣkPkl as shown in (4), provided the fixed cost of
each feeder of a LV distribution network Cf is assumed fixed.
In such case, the wheeling cost can be presented by (4).
IV. CASE STUDY OF SHARING PV POWER IN A
RESIDENTIAL PRECINCT
This study establishes a MV/LV distribution network for
detailed calculations by referring to a segment of MV/LV

distribution system in Wollongong City, which is represented
by Fig. 2 below.

Fig. 2. Map of a part of 11kV and LV residential distribution
networks in Wollongong City [22]
In Fig. 2, the dashed lines represent segments of local
11 kV networks, and the solid lines illustrate LV distribution
feeders. Three pole transformers were marked to show the
power supply boundary of the illustrated segments. The
distribution feeder with the length of around 0.5 km serving
the western part of the street was used for this study. For
simplified calculation and analyses, it was assumed that there
are six buses (nodes) and every two neighbouring buses have
equal spacing distance. The assumptions for further
calculations are presented in Table I.
TABLE I. Relevant assumptions
Item
Values
Capacity of Pole
160 (11 kV/0.415 kV)
transformer (kVA)
Rated capacity of
100
PV systems (kW)
Load1 Load2 Load3 Load4 Load5 Load6 Load7 Load8
Consumer peak
load demand (kW)
5
25
5
5
10
25
20
5
Location of bus
Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6
(distance from bus
to pole transformer
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
(km)
Distribution line
Line1 Line2 Line3 Line4 Line5
length (km)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

The total load demand capacity of 100 kW is satisfied to
the acceptable voltage drop of 6% of the rated voltage of a LV
distribution system in Australia [23].
This study considers the daily profiles of PV generation
and building load demand to evaluate the related impacts on
wheeling costs. The assumed kW peak rating of the shared
solar system is 100 kW, and the changing hourly PV
generation is presented in Table II (non-generation times of
8:00pm – 6:00am excluded).
TABLE II. Daily changing PV generation
Time (h)
PV
generation
(kW)

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 15 16 17 18 19

0

22

46

68

84

96

100 97 89 72 51 30

0

Two categories of building profiles were applied, and each
assumed load capacity was multiplied by the ratios shown in
Tables III and IV to calculate the exact hourly load demands.

Note that the time period was from 7:00am to 7:00pm to
coincide with a typical sunny day with generation available
during the same hours for the PV systems. The case study LV
distribution network model is presented in Fig. 3.
TABLE III. Daily load demand of residential building
Time
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
(h)
Building
demand
0.62 0.59 0.55 0.51 0.52 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.74 0.89 0.98 1
(per
unit)

TABLE IV. Daily load demand of office building
Time
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
(h)
Building
demand
0.67 0.88 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.97 1 0.97 0.83 0.77
(per
unit)

The related economic assumptions and the calculated
result of fixed investment of each feeder are presented in
Table V. Where, C is any cost element at nth year, i is the
inflation rate, d is the discount rate/interest rate, n is the
expected payback years, and Cf is the annual revenue
requirement per hour for a distribution feeder in $/h based on
an expected payback period.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results
Based on the above assumptions and calculated results, the
wheeling cost can be evaluated by (4), (10) and (11). In
addition, two study scenarios were set as static condition and
dynamic condition. In Scenario 1 (static condition), overall
eight loads take peak values shown in Tables III and IV, and
six PV outputs as 22 kW, 30 kW, 52 kW, 72 kW, 89 kW,
100 kW are selected from Table II and studied independently.
In Scenario 2 (dynamic condition), PV outputs and all load
demands are time-varying by applying the daily profiles of PV
generation and residential building load demand shown in
Tables II and III. Again, the impact of shared PV system was
studied individually connecting to the six bus locations.
Additional assumptions and notations for the simulation case
study scenarios are presented in Table VI.
TABLE VI. Notations of testing parameters
Items
D from PT (km)

Fig. 3. LV distribution network model
TABLE V. Financial assumptions and calculated results
Items
Total cost of 0.5
km LV distribution
lines - PV
C
i
d
n
Cf

Assumed Calculated
values
results

Remarks

Including cable 500m (95m2), 20
$143,935 wooden poles, and insulator string
(5% cable cost)
$217,794
1.3%~4.5% in recent 15 years in
3%
Australia context
1.5%~7.25% in recent 15 years in
5%
Australia context
Referring to the normal solar PV
20 years
lifespan of 25 years
$0.2486/h Each feeder

The proposed research study assumes only a single solar
PV system, labelled PVG, connected to the network in Fig. 3
for sharing solar power. In Fig. 3, the six alternative locations
of PVG are marked along the feeder, connected to Bus 1 to
Bus 6, to evaluate the potential impacts of installation location
of the solar PV system on wheeling cost. In addition, Bus 4
has two different loads as load 5 (10 kW) and load 6 (25 kW)
as shown in Fig. 3, so the net PV power injected to the
network will be different when the shared PV system is
respectively connected to loads at Buses 5 and 6. Therefore,
for the shared PV system there are two different locations at
Bus 4 notated as B4 and B4(a), so the whole network has total
of seven locations for installing the shared solar PV system.

D down passing (km)
D up passing (km)
Assessment
approach
MW-Mile

WC
($/kWh)
WC
($/h)

Sharing percentage %
Wheeled power (kW)

Notation
Distance from each bus to the pole transformer
listed on Table1
Distance the shared power passing towards the
loads direction
Distance the shared power passing towards the
pole transformer direction
Wheeling cost caused by distributing solar power
in $ per kilowatt hour
Wheeling cost caused by distributing solar power
in $ per one hour
The ratio of net PV power exported from a node
over total power supply (the sum of PV power
and grid power)
The amount of wheeled net PV power (hourly PV
output minor all loads connecting to the common
bus)

Note that there are two components/types of wheeling
costs, each with different units, i.e. $/kWh and $/h. Based on
(4), the calculated result should be in $/h. To evaluate
wheeling cost from a different viewpoint, this result is
assigned to per kW of wheeled solar power in $/kWh. The
results evaluated under two scenarios are depicted in Figs. 4
and 5. All items shown in Table VI were evaluated under the
two different scenarios.
For a comprehensive understanding about the potential
impacts on wheeling costs from the profile of building load
demand, ‘B4’ is tested by applying the PV system to a large
office load profile instead of a residential building profile. The
comparative results are presented in Fig. 6.

0.729

0.72 0.745

0.707
0.611

97%
87%

59% 0.543
73%

Multi Units

0.659

Scenario 1

74%
65%

334

334

312

50%

244

217
0

0.1

187 193

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.013 0.012 0.013 0.018 0.022 0.026 0.014
B1 B2 B3 B4 B4(a) B5 B6
Node (Bus) of Network

Fig. 4. Results under Scenario 1
1.0

Multi Units

81%

0.93
77%

717

1.01 1.01 Scenario 2
0.94 0.96
100% 100%
88% 85% 89%
0.97

717

661

613

576

0

0.1

519

0.2

0.3

529

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.015 0.018 0.016 0.02 0.02 0.018 0.016
B1 B2 B3 B4 B4(a) B5 B6
Node (Bus) of Network

Fig. 5. Results under Scenario 2
1.0
0.93

0.97 0.94 0.96

Multi Units

8.52
81% 77%

88% 85% 89%

1.01 1.01

100% 100%

WC/h with
residential
building
profile ($/h)
WC/h with
office
building
profile ($/h)

78%

B1

B2

B3

B4 B4(a) B5

Node (Bus) of Network

B6

Sharing per
AVG with
residential
building
profile (%)
Sharing per
AVG with
office
building
profile (%)

Fig. 6. Comparison of results considering two different
building load profiles

B. Analysis
From Figs. 4 and 5, it is demonstrated that the wheeling
cost for sharing PV power is not in direct proportion to the
extent of utilising grid (considering the distance and amount of
wheeled solar power), and there is not a distinct rule between
wheeling cost and the extent of using grid. By contrast, the
curves of sharing percentage and wheeling costs (‘WC $/h’)
have almost the same profiles. Note that several data points of
sharing percentage have, however, different scenarios by
further comparison. For example, Bus 1 has a higher ‘WC $/h’
at 0.729 $/h, but with lower sharing percentage 59% than Bus
3, with 0.707 $/h, and a sharing percentage of 73%, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The same situation exists for Bus 4 and
Bus 4(a) in Figs. 4 and 5. From a further comparison of
results, it can be seen that the wheeling distance is the factor
causing the mismatch between ‘WC $/h’ and sharing
percentage. The results produced for Bus 1 as having a lower
sharing percentage than Bus 3, Bus 4 and Bus 4(a), but the
wheeling distance at Bus 1 is 0.5 km longer than other three
buses. Note that the sharing percentage has more significant
impact on wheeling cost than wheeling distance based on this
comparison. According to the above analyses, this study
proposes the combination of sharing percentage and wheeling
distance as a reliable indicator to assist in establishing and
evaluating wheeling costs for utilising LV distribution systems
to share PV power.
This study tested two types of wheeling costs respectively
shown by ‘WC $/h’ and ‘WC $/kWh’. It is demonstrated that
two types of wheeling costs at a same location of the shared
PV system have different results in terms of values. It is to be
noted that ‘WC $/kWh’ is a value allocated to per kW based
on ‘WC $/h’, so the quantity of kW of transmitted PV power
is the critical factor which causes different results for the two
types of wheeling costs.
Considering ‘WC $/h’, Bus 2 is the best location for
installing the shared solar system for this case study, which is
based on Bus 2 always having the lowest wheeling cost (WC
$/h), as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. For ‘WC $/kWh’, Bus 1 is
the best location for Scenario 1, as shown in Fig. 5, and Bus 1
and 2 have the similar situation as the value of 0.013 $/kWh at
Bus 1 compared to 0.012 $/kWh at Bus 2, as shown in Fig. 4.
The shared solar power can be either reflected by rollingover credits such as VNM or actual power. This study
distinguishes these two methods as credit-based and powerbased, respectively. For a credit-based solar sharing scheme,
wheeling cost in $/h can directly indicate the desired install
location without the consideration of actual exported power.
In contrast, ‘WC $/kWh’ varies depending on the substantial
solar power fed into to the network, so for power-based
sharing solar scheme, both exported kW power and wheeling
cost need to be considered. This evaluation implies the method
of the allocation of wheeling cost to each customer depending
on different types of sharing solar scheme (credit-based and
power-based) is another critical factor for the site-specific
evaluation of wheeling cost.
From Fig. 6, both wheeling cost and sharing percentage
with office-building load profile are lower than those for the

residential building profiles at Bus 4, and the reduction of
wheeling cost is significant by Bus 4 replacing Bus 2 as the
location with the lowest wheeling cost. This result can be
explained by the proportion of daily load consumption, as
office buildings depict higher shoulder and peak load
consumption than the residential building respectively, and
office building has a higher incidence of consuming PV
generation. Hence, it locally consumes more PV generation
than the residential building, and causes less kW of solar
power to be wheeled, so sharing percentage drops and
consequently wheeling costs are reduced. This comparison
shows that building load profile can significantly vary the
wheeling costs. Further studies testing more categories of
buildings are needed to comprehensively evaluate the
associated impact on wheeling costs.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper combines two methods, ‘generation matrix’ and
‘MW-Mile’ in order to study potential wheeling costs
associated with solar sharing in LV distribution networks.
The generation matrix is modified to adapt the feature of
radial structure of LV distribution networks for studying
relevant issues relating to wheeling charges.
This paper introduces time varying profiles of daily PV
generation and load demands of residential and large-office
building to study the potential impacts on wheeling costs. Due
to the variations in daily PV outputs and load demands, the
wheeling costs of sharing PV power are not constant. The
purpose of determining the lowest wheeling charges is to
indicate a suitable location for installing shared PV systems,
as this represents least impact on LV network in terms of
power losses. However, it should be noted that the allocation
of wheeling cost to each customer depends on different types
of solar sharing schemes (credit-based and power-based),
which is another critical factor for the site-specific evaluation
of wheeling costs.
It is acknowledged that wheeling costs for sharing PV
power depend on the length of wheeled power passing and the
amount of the shared PV power, but the key factor of sharing
percentage (utilisation) of the LV distribution lines is likely to
be more critical for the identification of wheeling charges than
above mentioned two elements. Thus, this study proposes that
sharing percentage can be used as an indicator for the
evaluation of wheeling costs in utilising LV network for
sharing PV power. Although the proposed study focuses on
LV distribution systems, it can also be applicable to evaluate
wheeling costs utilising medium voltage networks.
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